
Abstract. Laser-induced carbon 1D structures and some of their
electrophysical properties have been studied by means of com-
puter simulations. Evidence of the possible emergence of a new
allotropic phase of carbon (carbyne) produced through laser
melting of graphite has been experimentally demonstrated.
Methods for obtaining topological nanoclusters of controlled
modifications using laser ablation are discussed, and the ob-
tained images are presented. The main results of modeling 1D
structures with fractal fragments are considered. Raman spectra
with corresponding confirmation of the existence of laser-in-
duced low-dimensional carbon structures are displayed. The
structures discovered enable the development of next-genera-
tion elements and devices for nanoelectronics and nanopho-
tonics based on new physical principles.

Keywords: 1D structures, laser melting of graphite, carbyne,
laser ablation, modeling of fractal objects, 1D electrophysics,
experimental demonstration

1. Introduction

The existence of allotropic forms of carbon and their
formation, properties, and applications have been explored
for more than a decade, which is explained by the unique
properties of various configurations of carbon atoms and
metal-carbon complexes. The development of laser technol-
ogy makes it possible to create new conditions for the
formation of various carbon micro- and nanostructures,
ranging from carbyne to diamond.

Indeed, the use of laser ablation ofmaterials in a liquid (see,
for example, [1]) enables realization under normal ambient
conditions of extreme conditions in local areas even when they
are exposed to relatively low-power laser radiation. This leads
to a number of conceptual phenomena, in particular, first, to
the formation of completely thermodynamically stablemicro-
and nanodiamonds from a graphite target in a liquid as a
result of nonequilibrium phase transitions [1], and, second, to
the emergence of a special allotropic form of carbon, carbyne
(see, for example, experiments [2±5]) with 1D-carbon chains.
The obtainment of such long 1D chains, Long Linear Carbon
Chains (LLCCs), is now a routine process within a certain
procedure of laser ablation of carbon materials in association
with noble metals (see, for example, [6±10]). Although other
methods for carbyne synthesis are available (see, for example,
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[6, 9, 11, 12]), it is laser schemes that are themost promising in
terms of controlling these processes, exploring their physical
nature, and predictive modeling of their parameters. In
principle, carbyne is understood as a system consisting of
only carbon chains that can be packed into crystals due to van
der Waals forces. The synthesized chains are assumed to be
rectilinear, since each electronic state of the C atom is
described by sp-hybrid wave functions [11]. However,
different structures with angular kinks also arise, which
determine their functional characteristics. Such systems can
self-organize into certain ensembles.

The electrophysical properties of systems with various
spatial dimensions (from 0D to 3D) are governed by
symmetry factors and their modification under conditions of
topological phase transitions into various electronic states,
depending on the shape, size, and spatial distribution of such
objects, usually on the surface of a solid body (see, for
example, [12]). It sometimes occurs with abnormal character-
istics. For example, depending on topological parameters
alone, electrical conductivity can increase in thin films by
several orders of magnitude (compare, for example, with [3]).

Recently, such systems have been intensively studied in
terms of `unusual' crystalline/metallic structures [13] and
other nonstandard objects [14].

Of particular interest here are 1D systems formed in
various configurations, which, due to a large dipole moment
and high electrical polarizability in a single preferred
direction, can feature unusual electrophysical characteris-
tics. Here, it becomes possible to study the tendency to attain
a superconducting state (see, for example, [15]). The effective
masses of electrons and holes and the band gap in such
systems strongly depend on the topology of the emerging
low-dimensional structure. Therefore, such fixed key para-
meters of materials, including the Fermi level, can be
significantly modified.

In this regard, it is carbon (C) compounds that are of great
importance, including their combinations, as already noted,
with noble metals, in particular, when LLCCs are fixed
between noble metal atoms at the edges of the chain, for
example, two gold (Au) and/or silver (Ag) atoms. Such
structures are stable. Systems with high electrical polariz-
ability arise especially effectively when the sizes of these
metal-containing objects (for example, nanoparticles) at the
LLCC edges are different. The formation of such LLCCs can
be easily observed, for instance, using Raman spectroscopy
both in a colloid and in thin films on a substrate with
deposited LLCCs. Carbyne itself features n-type semiconduc-
tor properties; under the influence of light, its electrical
conductivity increases, and such photoconductivity, induced
by even low-power laser radiation, is easily observed.

A separate issue is the creation of metasurfaces based on
such LLCCs (sp-electron configuration) [16] when they are
deposited on the surface of a solid substrate, including by the
method of a spraying jet [6 ,17].

All this refers to real phase transitions [18±21] to a new
allotropic form of carbon, carbyne, obtained, for example, by
us using various laser experiment techniques [4, 5, 10], which
can be joined in various configurations.

In this case, both cumulene bonds �� C � C � C ��n
with a binding energy of 0.41 eV and polyyne bonds
�ÿC � Cÿ�n with a binding energy of 1 eV, stabilized by the
1D structure, in our case, by noble metal atoms at their ends,
can emerge. For practical tasks of controlling the functional
characteristics of various systems, such objects are especially

important when they can be additionally orientated in space
in external fields (cf. [22]).

Quantum phenomena of electrical conductivity in such
systems are manifested when the de Broglie wavelength ldB,
which determines the coherent length, exceeds the character-
istic spatial scale (L) of the system (see, for example, [23, 24]).
This condition ldB0L for a linear carbon structure, which
can be easily realized, leads to the suppression of electron±
phonon scattering on this scale with a strong increase in the
electrical conductivity of the entire structure containing
LLCC objects. This effect is exhibited even if the structure
deviates from strict linear ordering in individual sections, but
provided that their lengths are less than ldB (for carbon, its
value can be of the order of several ten nanometers, in
contrast to metals with ldB � 1 nm) [25]. Therefore, model-
ing various types of such fragmentary deviations from the
overall dominant linear direction with the presence of fractal
objects (segments) of arbitrary orientation is of particular
interest in terms of their association in various topological
structures.

In our experiments [10, 26], we obtained a sharp
nonlinear increase (by tens of times) in the electric current
in the (Au±C±Au) compound compared to the value that
follows from the usual Ohm's law for a standard conductive
system: in a thin film 30 nm thick for an applied external
voltage of 1.5 V, the current strength was 0.5 A. Such an
object containing an LLCC was synthesized in a two-stage
laser experiment (see, for example, [4]). First, a shungite
sample was subjected to laser ablation and a colloidal
system with nanoobjects was obtained, and next laser
deposition from the colloid onto a solid substrate was used
(taking into account fragmentation effects). The formation
of LLCC objects was monitored using luminescence spectra
and Raman scattering. In these experiments, a 4D technol-
ogy of the synthesis of such objects was actually implemen-
ted. Namely, in addition to three spatial parameters of the
laser-induced object, the fourth parameter was also of
fundamental importance: it is the time associated with
both the fixation in the experiment of the duration of
irradiation of the system and the selected duration of the
exposure to laser radiation [4, 5, 10, 25] (cf. [18]).

In this case, for example, for femtosecond light pulses,
certain nonequilibrium phase transitions occur with a
nonstationary formation of structures of various dimension-
ality [8, 10, 18, 27, 28].

An important feature of such one-dimensional systems is
also the nonmonotonic behavior of the resulting current-
voltage dependences exhibiting jumps of electrical conductiv-
ity in certain cases (for example, analyzed using the simple
Kronig±Penney model), including analogues of Fano reso-
nance [23, 24]. In [29±31], we actually obtained a model
implementation of such regimes.

Here, various qualitatively different states can arise,
depending on dynamic processes for one-dimensional
chains, for example, as a result of their self-intersection
involving the formation of nontrivial loops with the manifes-
tation of interference [16±24] and other effects [32], such as
Wannier±Stark ladder electrical conductivity, Mott's law
with a Coulomb blockade, and the manifestation of quan-
tum laws [23, 24, 33, 34]. Of special interest are quasiparticles
in systems with a certain microcavity-type spatial periodicity,
which are now actively being studied in plasmonics, polari-
tonics, and spintronics (cf. [29, 30, 35, 36]). However, we skip
the optical characteristics of such complex structures with
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their control in a given direction, although this is one of the
most essential areas of modern photonics. The presence of
surface electromagnetic waves is the main reason for the
formation of various types of surface periodic structures as a
result of the interference among the incident radiation wave,
surface waves, and waves scattered (diffracted) due to the
inhomogeneity of the surface material.

We consider here a number of problems from the list of
those presented above, both in theory and in laser experi-
ments, and in the corresponding models. We focus on
progress in the area of one-dimensional carbon complexes
obtained by various methods with corresponding interpreta-
tions of the problems arising there, which are widely discussed
in this field of knowledge [37±52].

Section 2 is devoted to methods for obtaining topological
ensembles of nanocluster 1D-carbon structures in laser experi-
ments using laser ablation. Their configurations are analyzed
based on the measured optical spectra of various types. In
Section 3, the main results obtained in electrophysics are
discussed and interpreted, taking into account the modeling of
1D structures with fractal segments oriented in different
directions; other electrophysical characteristics of 1D struc-
tures are also considered. Section 4 presents general integral
spectral measurements for 1D structures in carbon complexes
affected by laser radiation. In Section 5, the results obtained are
considered in relation to the key priorities in modern research
on this topic, in both basic and applied physics.

2. Methods and experimental conditions.
Laser-induced structural phase states

2.1 Methods and approaches: experimental demonstrations
Given the availability of powerful laser pulses with an energy
sufficient to break crystalline bonds in a system during their
interaction with the surface of the irradiated sample,
nanosized particles can be synthesized from almost any solid
material. The laser ablation experiment does not involve any
restrictions characteristic of explosive and chemical methods
for creating nanoscale structures, since the main parameters
governing the dynamics of laser radiation interaction with
matter, which is a tool for affecting an object, are only the
absorption spectrum of electromagnetic radiation and the
thermal conductivity coefficient. Both of these parameters
can be taken into account in a laser experiment, and, when
using laser sources with various radiation wavelengths and
pulse repetition rates, by varying the applied power, focusing,
and scanning mode of the laser beam over the sample surface,
such experimental parameters can be selected that satisfy the
conditions for ablation of the overwhelming majority of
materials. This is the basis of the approach to obtaining
carbyne in our case.

Figure 1 shows the well-known phase diagram for the
region of the existence of carbyne, proposed in classical work
[42], which some time ago was the subject of lively debate (see,
for example, [11, 44]). Currently, this concept is generally
recognized. For laser experiment, the brightness temperature
ofmelting of glassy carbonmeasured during heating is 2720K
(see [3]), a value which is consistent with the displayed
diagram for the region where carbyne exists.

In ourmethod, we obtained 1D-carbon structures by laser
ablation of a carbon target in a liquid, followed by the
deposition of carbon complexes from the resulting colloidal
system onto a solid substrate.

This technique was selected because the impact of pulsed
lasers on a target is especially suitable for creating none-
quilibrium conditions due to the short time scale of
temperature change. Local laser-induced evaporation leads
to the occurrence of extremely high temperatures at which
carbon particles transform during the experiment into carbon
vapors, and, in the presence of a catalytic additive (noble
metal nanoparticles), di-/trivalent carbon±metal compounds
can be synthesized.

Thus, the main advantages of laser synthesis of nanopar-
ticles are the controllability of the laser experiment, the
dynamic response of the exposure medium, and the imple-
mentation of an active interphase transition. With an
appropriate choice of laser radiation wavelength and target
material, high radiation energy densities are absorbed by a
small volume of material, and local evaporation occurs. It is
this effect that leads to a controlled synthesis with control-
lable composition of the films subsequently obtained from the
ablated material on a solid surface.

Various possible configurations of self-organizing carbon
objectsÐ sponge structures obtained in the presence of gold
nanoparticles (Au) in the laser experiment setup we used
(Fig. 2a)Ðare shown in Fig. 2b±d. The images were obtained
using various registration techniques: high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM image) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM image).

Figure 3 displays the modification of Raman spectra of
carbon linear structures obtained by us in a colloid, depend-
ing on their configuration (cf. [16, 25]).

Thus, even if 1D objects are present as pieces, they can be
joined in ensembles of various types. Therefore, it is of
importance to have available methods for actually synthesiz-
ing/fixing such carbyne elements in the form of chain objects,
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especially on solid substrates when they can be potentially
used in elements of micro- and nanoelectronics and photo-
nics.

We discuss below an experiment on laser fragmentation of
colloidal systems consisting of amorphous carbon, which was
also carried out under the conditions of a constant external
electric field of low intensity (voltage of 12 V at a distance
between electrode microcontacts of 3 mm) and/or magnetic
field applied. A strong polarization of the resulting carbon
molecules was observed, which led to the formation of
extended 1D filaments when they were deposited on the
substrate. Although these structures were coils of filaments
rather than isolated filaments, their predominant growth
(1D structure) in a single direction along the field was
nevertheless evident. We have simulated such a process of
geometric nematicity in the approximation not of a gaseous
atomic carbon system but of an ensemble of formed C2 and
C4 molecules, i.e., when two or four carbon atoms are
included in a single linear molecular structure, which is
confirmed by measurements of luminescence and Raman
spectra. The spectra of final carbon structures have maxima
characteristic of objects with carbon chain lengths varying
from 8 to 24 carbon atoms; they were detected using a
transmission electron microscope. This is a fairly good result
in the synthesis of chain carbon.

It should also be noted that the effect of nematicity
violationÐdeviation from the linear structure in various
fragments, which is often observed in linear structures of
carbon and was also modeled by us (see Section 3.1)Ð is a
basic symmetry factor and can lead, notably, to a significant
increase in electrical conductivity due to topological features
and boundary phenomena in such systems [37±40]. An
analogue of this phenomenon is also considered below.

2.2 Experimental measurement techniques
Methods for controlling the topology of objects on a sample
surface in processing carbon targets with laser radiation in a
laser ablation setup. The controlled formation of topological
nanoclusters in multilayer thin films on the surface of a solid
body was realized in our experiment using two-stage laser
methods (see, for example, [4, 25]).

First, nanoparticles/nanoclusters were synthesized in the
process of laser ablation of targets made of various materials
placed in liquids to obtain a colloidal system. Laser radiation
was used with various pulse durations with a repetition
frequency of 20±100 kHz, pulse duration ranging from
milliseconds to femtoseconds, and an average power density
on the target of 106ÿ107 W cmÿ2.

At the second stage, nanostructures were deposited from
the colloid onto the surface of a solid substrate under the
influence of continuous laser radiation of various powers (up
to 10 W) while implementing a certain strategy for scanning
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the colloidal systemwith the laser beam. This made it possible
to obtain a nanostructured system with a given topology on
the surface of a solid substrate. In obtaining 1D structures,
external electric/magnetic fields were also applied to enhance
the orientation of nano-objects in selected directions.

To obtain various configurations of carbon structures,
including graphene layers, a femtosecond Yb:KGW laser
system was used as a radiation source. The main parameters
of laser radiation employed for a glassy carbon target are
presented in the table.

This made it possible to obtain average radiation powers
on the irradiated target ranging from 100 to 1000 mW. A
glassy carbon target was exposed to femtosecond laser
radiation along a trajectory in the form of successive parallel
dashed lines along the surface of the sample with various
processing modes. Twenty-five areas were made in the form
of squares, one mode per square. The modes differed in the
laser radiation power. Xylene, a liquid hydrocarbon which
consists of a benzene ring and twomethyl groups, was used as
an auxiliary liquid to obtain a colloid in the femtosecond
experiment. Its chemical formula is �CH3�2C6H4. The height
of the liquid layer above the target surface was usually 1 mm.

In the resulting colloid, with continued exposure to
femtosecond laser radiation, fragmentation and/or cluster-
ing of nanostructures occurs, depending on the irradiation
modes (cf. [41]).

Procedure for measuring electrical properties. This section
presents the technique for measuring the current-voltage
characteristics of the nanocluster/island nanofilm samples
we obtained. The analysis was carried out using the well-
known four-probe scheme with a linear arrangement of
microcontacts at points on the surface [10, 25]. Two outer
contacts, which provided a DC supply using a stabilized
power source, were located at a fixed distance from each
other. Inner probes, which could move along the surface,
were conductive needles of an atomic-force microscope with a
curvature radius of 100 nm. This setup made it possible to
carry out measurements at various selected distances between
these probes. The probe pressing force was about 1 N. The
required current was set at the power source, and the
corresponding voltage was measured by a voltmeter. To
carry out temperature measurements, the entire circuit was
assembled in a vacuum thermal chamber which could be
pumped out to 10ÿ3 Torr, and the sample could be heated to
100 �C.

2.3 Ensembles of linear-chain carbon structures
and conditions for the appearance
of various carbon configurations
with certain phase states in a laser experiment
Omitting the history of the investigation of phase diagrams of
carbon with the prediction of its allotropic stable linear-chain
sp-hybridized phase, carbyne, in the temperature range of
2600±3800 K (see one of the first papers already mentioned

[42] and Fig. 1) with a triple point at a pressure of 2� 104 Pa
and a temperature of 3800 K, we note that it was determined
in our study [2] that, in the process of heating and melting
carbon samples, the heating rate is of fundamental impor-
tance, and carbyne appears if its value at the specified
temperature mode is less than 102 K sÿ1. In the case of laser
heating, this parameter is controlled by the duration of the
laser pulse and its focusing when processing the target, which
leads to the melting of carbon at atmospheric pressure.

We observed such melting for the first time in real time
using an appropriate laser circuit for monitoring and
controlling the dynamic process (using a brightness amplifier
based on a copper vapor laser source to obtain images) [43].
This techniquemade it possible to directly observe themelting
and flow of liquid carbon with further study of the evolution
of the structure of graphite remelted in this way using atomic
force microscopy in tunnel scanning mode (compare with a
model of the atomic structure of liquid carbon [38]).

The Raman spectra recorded using a cooled CCD
detector actually showed that, along with the D (disorder)
and G (graphite) lines characteristic of graphite and equal,
respectively, to � 1333 and � 1581 cmÿ1, melting (at a
temperature no higher than 4000 �C) was unambiguously
detected in certain areas of the surface of the sample of the
chemically pure graphite used, which was, however, strongly
disordered initially and subjected to laser exposure. In the
melting zone, the emergence of a carbyne phase was observed,
which was detected byRaman spectra in the spectral region of
� 2000 cmÿ1. This demonstration, which we reliably con-
firmed, was recorded in subsequent experiments (see, for
example, [4, 5]). The degree of ordering (homogeneity) in the
zones of such laser exposure indicates the completed process
of laser melting and formation of the liquid phase of carbon
which was removed to a distance of 0.2mm in a time of 0.3 s, a
laser spot being spatially anisotropic in the form of an
irregular ellipse with major axes of about 0.15 and 0.7 mm
(observed using an optical microscope).

Concurrently, we experimentally studied laser-induced
processes on the surface of carbon-containing materials (in
particular, glassy carbon and pyrocarbon) with simultaneous
measurement of its brightness temperature (Tr) using a high-
temperature pyrometer. In these measurements, the bright-
ness temperature of glassy carbon was Tr � 2720� 15 K (see
[3]). This value corresponds to the true melting temperature
(T ) under actual experimental conditions of the order of
3300 K in accordance with the relation

1

Tr
ÿ 1

T
�
�

l
c2

�
ln

�
1

el;T

�
;

where l is the wavelength (1070 nm), c2 � 0:01488 mK, and
el;T � 0:73 is the emissivity of the surface, taken from
reference book [122].

In what regards the electrophysical characteristics with
the charge transport properties of carbyne, LLCC can be
consolidated into various configurations of topological
micro- and nanostructures of linear carbon chains in thin
films (see, for example, [38, 45, 46]). This consolidation is
accompanied by phase transitions of various types, for
example, conductor±insulator, and even by a tendency
based on the physical mechanism of electron pairing to a
superconductivity state with a certain size and arrangement of
nanoclusters (cf. [15]) and to states featuring photoconduc-
tivity and ferromagnetism (cf. [47±51]). The physics of such

Table. Laser system parameters.

Radiation wavelength, nm 1030

Pulse repetition frequency, kHz 10

Pulse duration, fs 280

Beam diameter, mm 4.5

Pulse energy, mJ 153
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phenomena are associated with specific boundary forms of
the band gap, the corresponding Fermi level, and their
relative position determined, in particular, by the topology
of nanostructures (similar to the role of donor-acceptor
impurities in a bulk semiconductor sample). In our case, it is
related to various configurations of metal-carbon and other
compounds, including inhomogeneous and disordered struc-
tures, and, therefore, to a low value of the electron work
function (� 0:1 eV), in particular, based on the mechanism of
thermal emission through changing parameters of contact
energy barriers and potential wells (cf. [52±55]).

Physical processes and their time diagrams in the
realized sequence of phenomena occurring during the
interaction of pulsed laser radiation for various laser pulse
durations have been analyzed in [56±58]. Laser ablation with
melting and modification of the surface morphology in local
samples usually occurs if nano- and picosecond laser pulses
are used.

Femtosecond laser experiment. When a target placed in
various liquids is irradiated with femtosecond laser radiation,
local ultra-fast heating of the target occurs, due to which heat
removal in thematerial is veryweak. Themain ablative effects
are associated then with the regimes of evaporation, hydro-
dynamic expansion (phase explosion), and separation of part
of the layer during melting into the bulk of the sample under
conditions of subsurface boiling and foam formation at
certain temperature gradients. For carbon targets, various
allotropic forms of carbon can be obtained by combining sp-,
sp2-, and sp3-hybridized carbon atoms, including sp2 gra-
phene ribbons. Then, configurations with different dimen-
sional structures may arise, which are usually classified for
stable phases as follows: 0DÐcarbon point; 1DÐcarbon
chains and nanotubes; 2DÐgraphene, multilayer graphene
sheets; 3DÐfullerenes, graphite, and diamond [59, 60].
However, metastable phases can also be synthesized, for
example, micro- and nanocubes of monocrystalline carbon
with a body-centered cubic structure with a fixed lattice
constant of 5.46 �A [61].

The 1D structure in the form of the allotropic structure of
carbon we are considering, such as carbyne [9, 11, 42, 44],
actually develops if simple and inexpensive ablation methods
are applied [4, 5, 10]. All these structures can be joined into
various low-dimensional twisted spatial structures contain-
ing, for instance, different types of graphene objects (cf. [19,
20, 22]).

Figure 4 shows the graphene ribbons and plates we
obtained, torn off from a target of highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite and a glassy carbon sample and placed in liquid
nitrogen under the effect of femtosecond laser radiation. The
mechanism of graphene formation in liquid nitrogen is
associated with nitrogen penetration into the interlayer
distance of the graphite lattice [62].

Figure 5 presents Raman spectra for various numbers of
graphene layers formed as a result of such effects.

We also recorded the formation of extended periodic
nanostructures on the surface of carbon samples and various
forms of carbon crystalline structures, including nano- and
microdiamonds [10, 26].

In the former case, during laser irradiation of the surface
of carbon samples, the appearance of such specific laser-
induced periodic surface 1D nanostructures, `ripples,' is
associated with interference between incident pulses of
precisely femtosecond duration and the light scattered from
defects on the surface of the sample (cf. [63]).

The formation of crystalline structures is driven by
inhomogeneous and unsteady heating of the surface of the
material and parts of the melt penetrating into the liquid low-
temperature medium (cf. [1]).

We have found that such systems are especially clearly
manifested under laser action on a target in air when the
surface of samples is scanned with a laser beam at a speed of
the order of 10 mm sÿ1.

Suchlike structures may provide an option for the
development of inexpensive nanoelectronic devices of the
next generation of printed electronics in the form of high-
quality carbon nanogrids (cf. [55]).

1D-carbon structures and their identification in interpreting
spectral measurements. To synthesize linear carbon chains in
liquid, we used the method of laser fragmentation of colloidal
carbon systems, which enables obtainment of stabilized
carbon chains. To create carbon±gold bonds in a colloidal
solution to stabilize the chain structure, the sample was
additionally irradiated with nanosecond laser pulses gener-
ated by an ytterbium (Yb) fiber laser with a central
wavelength of 1.06 mm, pulse duration of 100 ns, repetition
rate of 20 kHz, and pulse energy up to 1 J. The time between
subsequent pulses was about 1 s. The dimensions of gold
nanoparticles were controlled using a Horiba SZ100 dynamic
laser scattering device. The formation of the polyyne carbon
phase (ÿC � Cÿ) was recorded based on Raman spectra
measured using a Senterra spectrometer (manufactured by
Bruker, USA). The pump laser wavelength in this device was
532 nm at a power of 40 mW; the radiation was focused
through a 50x microlens; and the spectra were recorded in a
confocal microscope configuration and averaged over
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Figure 4. Graphene ribbons (a) and plates (b) split off from the main

sample under the effect of femtosecond laser radiation on highly oriented

pyrographite in liquid nitrogen.
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10 measurements. The accumulation time of each measure-
ment was 60 s.

To examine in detail the orientation distribution of 1D
nanodipoles of carbon, studies were carried out by means of
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy and X-ray
diffraction analysis using FEI Titan3 with a spatial resolution
of up to 2 �A. TEM images and diffraction patterns were
processed using the open database package Image J 1.52a.

We present below some characteristic features of our
measurements.

First. Resonance Raman spectroscopy was used to
identify the synthesis of LLCCs with their quantitative yield
at different stages of synthesis. Raman scattering bands are
interpreted as degradation of the defect-induced (D-band)
and graphite (G-band) modes during laser exposure (see, for
example, [4]). The presence of LLCCs exhibits an active
Raman scattering mode in the so-called LLCC band.
Polyynes with less than 20 carbon atoms are characterized
by bands located between 1900 and 2300 cmÿ1. The resulting
spectra corresponding to LLCCs with gold atoms/nanopar-
ticles are shown in Fig. 6.

The obtained Raman spectrum of a colloidal solution
containing carbon chains stabilized with gold is represented
by the upper red curve in Fig. 6. The peaks correspond to the
characteristic vibronic modes of the polyyne allotrope. No
signals characteristic of stretching modes of the carbon chain
are observed. Traces of the D- and G-bands are completely
blurred in the spectrum displayed in the upper panel of Fig. 6,
where only strong peaks characteristic of polyyne chains are
visible. This is confirmation that our experiments indeed
revealed the predominance of the sp-carbon phase in the
colloid.

Second. Photoluminescence (PL) of carbon chains (Fig. 7)
was detected using a pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser system
(Coherent Chameleon Ultra II) with a central wavelength of
800 nm, a pulse duration of 140 fs, and a repetition rate of
80 MHz, pumping an optical parametric oscillator, which
allows precise control of the excitation energy. As a result,
three different excitation wavelengths were used to clarify the
nature of the fine lines observed in the PL spectra, namely,
390, 380, and 370 nm, as shown in Fig. 7b. The exciting
radiation was focused on the sample using aMitutoyoMPlan
APO SL 50x microscope lens with a numerical aperture of
0.42. Since the sample was installed in a Montana Instru-
ments Cryostation C2 closed-cycle cryostation, PL measure-
ments were carried out in a vacuum in the temperature range
of 4±300 K. Without going into experimental details, we only
note that the PL signal was recorded by a Princeton
Instruments SP2750 spectrometer with a spectral resolution
of 0.1 nm. Several distinct peaks were observed in the sample
PL, corresponding to optical transitions of carbon chains of
various lengths. Furthermore, during a spectroscopic analysis
of the PL dynamics associated with identified optical
transitions, using counts of single photons with their time
correlation (the so-called TCSPC method), it was possible to
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record PL spectra with the identification of spectral lines
within the 5-nm line width, which corresponds to exciton and
trion transitions (cf. [24]).

Third. Additional information about the structural prop-
erties of the synthesized carbon chains is provided by the
optical spectra of photoluminescence excitation, which we
recorded using a Horiba Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorimeter with
a spectral resolution of 8 nm. The pump wavelength for
detecting the photoluminescence signal was fixed at a
maximum of 442 nm, and the recorded photoluminescence
wavelength varied from 260 to 430 nm.

The absorption spectra of solutions containing carbon
chains (Fig. 8a) exhibit a characteristic absorption band of
carbon in the wavelength range of 240±350 nm and a band
corresponding to the plasmonic absorption of gold nanopar-
ticles (about 510 nm), which is shown by the yellow arrow
from the atom of gold. The inset to Fig. 8a shows that the
strongest absorption is observed in the spectral range near
240 nm. This band corresponds to the absorption of light by
linear carbon chains containing 10 atoms [64]. Local absorp-
tion maxima are also observed in the spectral range of 240±
450 nm, characteristic of linear chains of C10±C26 carbon
atoms. These peaks, which can be fitted by Gaussian
functions, are also shown in the inset to Fig. 8a.

Photoluminescence of carbynes in a colloidal solution
(blue line in Fig. 8b) was excited by the third harmonic
(355 nm) of a neodymium laser and recorded through
spectral filters at the edges of the 450±550-nm band. The
right inset to Fig. 8b displays photographic images of the
luminescent solution taken with these 450- and 550-nm filters,
which suppress the light scattered from the laser (red curve in
Fig. 8b).

An enhancement of the photoluminescence signal was
recorded at wavelengths of 350±380 nm. This is typical of the
excitation of photoluminescence via electronic transitions
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for
the valence and conduction bands, respectively, with subse-
quent recombination during pumping with l � 442 nm (cf.

[65, 66]). The photoluminescence spectrum of the colloidal
solution (blue line in Fig. 8b) indicates that the HOMO±
LUMO splitting (band gap) in the synthesized system
containing carbyne varies in the range of 400±600 nm (peak
in dependence in Fig. 8a). The width of the energy gap with
linear carbon chains is also sensitive to the length of the 1D
chain itself. Quenching of photoluminescence in a colloidal
system prevents the observation of resonances that appear in
absorption spectra (Fig. 8a). On the other hand, this provides
an estimated HOMO±LUMO splitting of 2.9 eV or higher,
which is consistent with calculated predictions for a carbon
chain of 8±16 atoms [20]. Interpretation of the absorption
spectra (inset to Fig. 8a) shows that the most common carbon
chains contain 10 atoms, but some chains reach a maximum
length of 26 atoms.

Fourth. To deposit carbon chains stabilized by gold atoms
onto a solid substrate (fused quartz glass), drops of a colloidal
solution were applied and dried. In such objects containing
carbon chains stabilized by gold nanoparticles, anchors, the
1D orientation persisted in certain areas. Figure 9a shows the
excitation of photoluminescence, again using radiation at a
wavelength of 442 nm, along with the spectrum of photo-
luminescence excited at a wavelength of 370 nm (inset to
Fig. 9a). The spectra are characteristic of molecular systems:
they overlap, and Levshin mirror symmetry with respect to
the dip between values of 370 and 442 nm is clearly observed
(cf. [20]). The Stokes shift of photoluminescence relative to
the pump, caused by nonradiative relaxation processes, is
about 4400 cmÿ1 between the two maxima in the curves.

According to Pan et al. [20], the emission maxima
(photoluminescence) of the spectrum components shown in
Fig. 9a at 410, 435, and 465 nm, correspond to HOMO±
LUMO transitions in carbon chains consisting of 8, 10, and
12 atoms, respectively. Following the approach of [20], we
approximated the observed broad photoluminescence band
by a set of Gaussian peaks corresponding to various lengths
of carbon chains. The broadening of all Gaussian peaks was
considered equal to reduce the number of free model
parameters. This analysis made it possible to construct a
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distribution function for the lengths of straight linear sections
of carbon chains deposited on the surface (Fig. 9e; image
obtained using a transmission electron microscope (TEM)).

We identified the chains containing 8, 10, and 12 carbon
atoms by comparing their emission wavelengths with data
obtained in the approach of [20]. Assuming a linear
dependence of the HOMO±LUMO gap on the number of

atoms in the chain and taking into account the proportion-
ality of the concentration of carbon chains of a given length to
the width of the corresponding Gaussian peak, the observed
photoluminescence band can be represented as a superposi-
tion of emission spectra of a certain distribution of linear
carbon chains (Fig. 9d). It can be seen that the spectrum is
dominated by chains containing from 8 to 24 carbon atoms.
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Themost common ones are straight linear chains of 10 atoms.
It is of importance to note that almost all observed linear
regions of deposited carbon chains contain an even number of
atoms. This is clearly visible in the TEM image (Fig. 9b) and is
confirmed by the Gaussian approximation in Fig. 9a. This
rule corresponds to selection by the parity parameter of
selective bending of polyyne chains along single electronic
bonds (Fig. 9c). Single bonds are `weaker' than triple bonds,
so the stress accumulated in the chain, the ends of which are
coupled to metal nanoparticles by triple bonds, manifests
itself in kinks in some single bonds. However, the number of
carbon atoms between any two one-electron bonds is even.

It is also clearly seen that the lengths of the deposited
straight sections of carbon chains significantly exceed the
theoretical limit of five to six atoms for individual carbyne
fragments. Linear sections of carbon chains containing up to
24 atoms, free from Peierls deformation, can be reliably
distinguished [67]. The total lengths of the chains, including
curved sections (Fig. 9e), may be as large as several ten
nanometers, which is in line with X-ray diffraction data.
Parallel linear carbon chains form a regular two-dimensional
crystal structure. The profile of such a two-dimensional
carbyne crystal is presented in Fig. 9f. The period in the
direction perpendicular to the carbon chains/wires turned out
to be 0.395 nm with good accuracy. The two-dimensional
crystalline phase of carbyne is obtained by simply drying
drops of a colloidal solution containing metal-stabilized
carbon chains deposited on a fused silica glass substrate. No
additional stabilization means were used.

3. Electrophysics in synthesized
1D-carbon configurations. Implementation
mechanisms and models: results and discussion

3.1 Basic principles
In general, the stability of any linear system (of length r) is
determined in theory on the basis of the introduced Tersoff
potential F�r� [9, 23], which characterizes the interaction
between atoms (with numbers m and n) at the chain ends
through a sequence of intermediate interactions of neighbor-
ing atoms.

An analysis for carbon based on this approach shows that,
for a linear chain of 3 to 20 carbon atoms (the maximum
length is r � 2 nm), the value of this potential (in volts) for the
outermost atoms is in the range F�r� � 3� 10ÿ16±
26� 10ÿ16 V, respectively. This potential generally charac-
terizes the stability of a linear structure in a liquid medium
with respect to twisting into a coil due to symmetry factors,
surrounding interactions that act on all sides on the atoms in
the chain, but which also interact with their neighbors.

However, the force of interaction F �r� between the
outermost atoms in the chain has a physical meaning:
F �r� � ÿdF�r�=dr. Estimates of the stability of the 1D-
structure with respect to its length yield the value of the force
F �r� � 10ÿ4ÿ10ÿ6 N for the above values of the potential
F�r�. For a colloidal system with carbon atoms (for example,
in water/ethanol), this force should be compared with the
surface tension forces leading to twisting of the 1D structure,
especially under conditions of asymmetry at the boundary
with a solid substrate. These latter forces are of the order of
magnitude (at a temperature of 300 �C) F � 10ÿ6ÿ10ÿ7 N,
i.e., the 1D structure is quite stable with respect to such a
disorienting effect, especially under the effect of an applied

additional external field E0, which creates a corresponding
stabilizing asymmetry in the selected 1D direction.

Thus, according to general thermodynamic concepts,
such systems as a whole can have a dominant orientation in
1D structures. This is also facilitated by symmetry factors.
For example, in the case of a colloidal system, the same
forces act on the carbon chain from all sides, balancing each
other, or such induced anisotropy in the orientation of atoms
in one direction is due to external forces (for example, an
applied electrical field, as in our case) and boundary
conditions: a special geometry of roughness on the surface
onto which carbon atoms are deposited. The fundamental
solution to this problem is to implement interactions with
metal atoms connected to carbon atoms at the ends of the
carbon chain and acting on them as a stretch. In this case,
more complex configurations are possible (the appearance of
2D pieces due to various mechanisms of interaction with the
environment), while generally the predominant 1D direction
persists as a whole. These situations are modelled below (see
Section 3.2).

Since we are focused on 1D structures with sp-hybridiza-
tion, carbon nanotubes, especially single-walled ones, can
also be included in this class [68]. However, they are not
considered as well as other structures are: graphene, full-
erenes, and their various configurations, although it is the
electrophysical properties of these structures that differ in a
number of fundamental features with extreme manifesta-
tions, including possible superconductivity, ferromagnetism,
photoconductivity, etc. [68, 69]. This is determined by the
specific configuration of the valence band and conduction
band with a corresponding modification of the Fermi level,
including their contact at one point, which is typical of
semimetals [70]. Therefore, carbon structures can feature
very high controllable electrical conductivity [70], including
an analogue of semiconductors with donor-acceptor doping.

Chain carbon is one such system, including various
options for both the angular orientations of its individual
linear fragments of various lengths and the chain structure
(macromolecule model) taking into account the correspond-
ing binding energy of carbon atoms [71]. The band gap value
was varied with the manifestation of the effects of quantum
dimensional electrical conductivity [71, 72].

Study [71] reports calculations for carbyne chains at
various chain deformation energiesÐ for carbon atoms in
parts of each cell consisting of two atoms. The density of
electronic states is determined for various cases, depending on
the change in the bond length in the carbyne chain, and an
increase in the value leads to an increase in the band gap. The
electron density of states (Perdew±Burke±Ernzerhof func-
tional: PBE) and bond length alternation (BLA) in carbyne
were calculated in the density functional theory in the local
density approximation (LDA) and the hybrid exchange-
correlation functional of Heyd±Scuceria±Ernserhof (HSE).
The last functional predicts a stronger change in bond length
[71].

Electronic energy spectra for carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
with a periodic structure/lattice (with a set of parts of two C
atoms) in the presence of an external transverse electric field
with strength E � g0=ea (where g0 is the transfer integral
between the p-orbitals of adjacent atoms carbon, a is the
lattice constant, and e is the electron charge) are presented in
[73] with a discussion of the presence of Brillouin zones (the
first zone) and the dependence of the resulting Bragg gap on
the field E.
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To analyze synthesized carbon structures, methods of
Raman/giant Raman scattering and luminescence in such
structures are used [74±76], although, in the absence of a band
gap, the latter effect does not appear [77].

The issue of stabilization of linear carbyne structures as a
new phase state is one of the key problems for the
electrophysics of 1D states. Indeed, Landau's theory of
phase transitions [23, 78] shows that such structures are
unstable and, even with minor fluctuations, twist into coils,
unless some external stabilization mechanisms are operative,
including symmetry factors and environment.

There are different ways of such stabilization, which was
discussed above, including the synthesis of long carbyne
carbon chains inside carbon nanotubes (see, for example,
[79]). However, we only consider the coupling of carbon
atoms with atoms/nanoparticles of noble metals (goldÐ
Au, silverÐAg), which stabilize the carbon chain by
stretching the 1D structure with heavy anchor atomic groups
at the chain ends. In this approach, a record length of 44 atoms
(� 5 nm) has been attained [80], with distances between
neighboring carbon atoms in polyyne of � 0:123ÿ0:133 nm,
with a lattice constant of � 0:256 nm.

Calculations [71] show that polyyne with an infinite chain
is a direct-gap semiconductor with a band gap of 2.58 eV. Our
ab initio calculations of the band structure of stabilized
infinite polyyne chains predict the existence of a direct
electronic band gap of 2.7 eV at the boundary of the Brillouin
zone (see Fig. 10 displaying the structure of monoatomic
carbon chains).

As noted above, the designations LUMO and HOMO
indicate the lowest unfilled level of the conduction band and
the highest filled level of the valence band, respectively, for
molecular orbitals (see [65, 66]).

It is expected that polyyne chains, being direct-gap
semiconductors, will exhibit unusual optical properties with a
giant nonlinear optical response [81]. Indeed, unlike graphite

or graphene, which are strong absorbers and do not emit light,
and carbon nanotubes, where the multivalley band structure
leads to dark excitons that suppress luminescence, one-
dimensional carbon structures and crystals are promising
because of their ability to emit visible light. Photolumines-
cence spectra of carbon chains at room temperature exhibit a
sequence of broadmaxima corresponding to chains of various
lengths [76]. The band gap of finite-size linear chains depends
strongly on the number of carbon atoms in the chain, being
larger in shorter chains. In straight polyyne chains containing
from 8 to 24 carbon atoms, the band structure is reduced to a
sequence of discrete energy levels and is similar to molecular
orbitals. The gap between the HOMO and the LUMO varies
in the range of 2±4 eV. This leads to a large spectral
distribution of allowed optical transitions in such systems.

In our case, stable polyyne chains were synthesized by
laser ablation in a colloidal solution.Mechanical stabilization
of sp-carbon is achieved through electronic bonding of
carbon chains with edge gold nanoparticles. When applied
to a substrate, the stabilized chains exhibit straight sections,
the length of which significantly exceeds the theoretical limit
for a free, stable, monoatomic carbon chain. High-resolution
transmission electron microscopy reveals straight linear
carbon chains, sometimes longer than 5 nm.

It is also important to note that, if the sizes of metal
nanoparticles at opposite ends of the carbon chain are
different, the difference between their work functions leads
to charging of the carbon±metal nanoparticle complex, which
acquires a stationary dipolemoment. This dipole polarization
provides an additional instrument for ordering the chain
using an applied external voltage.

In our experiment [82], carbon chains with gold (Au)
atoms/nanoparticles in a colloid, when deposited onto a solid
substrate, were preliminarily ordered in a constant electric
field, which made it possible to obtain long parallel polyyne
chains on the substrate (Fig. 11).
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Such controlled deposition of 1D structures on a solid
surface and their stabilization are quite feasible in the scheme
presented in Fig. 11, which also displays an image of the
obtained structure in an electron microscope and its Raman
spectrum corresponding to the depicted linear monoatomic
carbon chains [82].

Thus, as follows from everything presented above, fixed
and isolated 1D carbon structures are actually realized in
experiments. They are by no means reduced to separate
sections mixed with other blocks in a chaotic configuration.

It should be noted that the length of the bundle of carbon
chains in its central part exceeds 40 nm. Based on this
observation, we can assert that such an ensemble forms a
kind of one-dimensional van der Waals crystal. There is a
great deal of interesting physics here, including electrical
parameters, which is, however, beyond the scope of this
review.

We only note that charged excitonic complexes (trions)
[24] will probably be formed in our system due to the
proximity to metal nanoparticles, which can supply carbon
chains with additional charge carriers. A variational calcula-
tion (cf. [24]) predicts the splitting of an exciton into a
positively charged trion with a binding energy of about
15 meV and the splitting of a positive-negative trion with a
binding energy of 25 meV, values which agree well with
experimental data. The strong dipole polarization of approxi-
mately half of the carbon chains stabilized by gold with
different sizes of its nanoparticles at the carbon chain ends is
confirmed by their alignment in an external electric field.

Thus, the presence of additional charges localized at the
ends of some chains is beyond doubt. It is expected that the
spectral-integrated intensities of negatively charged (Xÿ) and
positively charged (X�) trion transitions will be lower than
the integral intensity of the neutral exciton transition [36].

Indeed, statistically, at equal concentrations of gold
nanoparticles with sizes of 10 and 100 nm, it may be expected
that only half of the carbon chains will be attached to them
with different radii and, therefore, will be strongly polarized.

In such polarized chains, the two lowest-energy optical
transitions will be either positively or negatively charged
trions. Since each chain is divided by kinks into several
straight parts, neutral excitons nevertheless can form in the
central parts of the polarized chains. It may be assumed that
the sum of the integral intensities of the Xÿ and X� lines
should be less than or equal to the integral intensity of the
X line.

This demonstrates the high potential of synthesized
polyyne chains for optoelectronic applications, especially in
nanolaser and single-photon emitters. In addition, the
observation of radiation-active excitons in extremely long
one-dimensional carbon crystals is of great fundamental
interest. However, detailed studies are needed in this area to
fully reveal the properties of excitons and trions in carbon
chains.

It is most interesting to note that, at the liquid helium
temperature, a well-pronounced fine structure appears at the
peaks of broad resonances corresponding to polyyne chains
of various lengths in the photoluminescence spectra of
deposited carbon chains (see Fig. 7). This fine structure
invariably consists of a high-amplitude narrow peak accom-
panied by two low-energy satellites, which can be attributed
to excitonic resonance and two trion resonances, respectively.
Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra show that the
radiative lifetime of the observed transitions is on the order
of 1 ns, similar to the data reported for excitons in carbon
nanotubes [83].

For low temperatures (� 4 K), carbon 1D structures
configured as thin linear monoatomic chains were observed
in [36] with a triplet spectrum repeating for various wave-
lengths of exciting optical radiation, similar to the case
illustrated in Fig. 7. This observation enables a conclusion
that, in the absence of temperature fluctuations, such triplets
are completely stable objects but depend on the wavelengths
of the incident light.

These ideas shape the prospects for the practical use of
carbon 1D structures acting asmolecular wires formicro- and
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nanoelectronics, polaritonics, spintronics, and photonics,
taking into account the effects manifested in the combination
of the functional characteristics of `electrophysics� optics'
with their specified variation for various elements and
devices, including printed-circuit electronics [84±88].

3.2 Modeling of fractal structures with 1D-dominant
orientation, including orientation set by an external field
In this area, great opportunities for studying such complex
structures are provided by analyses based on corresponding
computer models. We used two models to explore the
emerging fractal structures (cf. [89±92]): first, the diffusion
model and, second, a model with diffusion-limited aggrega-
tion (DLA). It was assumed that the linear carbon structures
(central filaments) have the form of chains of 8 to 24 atoms
joined in these chains into successive molecular pieces
consisting of two and four atoms, to which, in accordance
with the model, fractal nanothreads were `adjusted.'

The results of such modeling are shown in Fig. 12 (DLA
model approximation). Molecular carbon structures were
considered that consisted of various numbers of atoms (the
length of the filament in the pieces) and were located at
various sites on the substrate relative to the axis of the linear
structure under conditions of different growth rates and
growth directionsÐ in practice, relative to the applied
external field that determines the dominant direction of
growth (all qualitative geometric parameters are indicated in
the captions to the figures).

Model images of the resulting structures shown in Fig. 12
generally correspond, for example, to the structures from the
experiment and its interpretation displayed in Fig. 7 and 8.

3.3 Electrophysical characteristics in modeling
a 1D structure: quantum approach
Quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons in an inhomoge-
neous structure can occur both inside a nanocluster and from
a nanocluster to neighboring nanoclusters. Resonance tun-

neling refers to tunneling in which the transmission rate of
electrons through a structure abruptly reaches a maximum at
certain energies. For electrons with an energy approximately
corresponding to the virtual resonance energy level of a
quantum well, the transmission coefficient is close to unity.
It is for this reason that an electron with such a resonant
energy can pass through a potential barrier without being
reflected. This resonant phenomenon is similar to that
occurring when light passes through a Fabry±Perot optical
resonator and/or in transmission line resonators with micro-
wave capacitive coupling, i.e., similar to Klein passage
without reflection (see, for example, [23, 24, 94±96]).

We now consider 1D structures and their electrical and
functional characteristics of various types for the case of a
simple Kronig±Penney model [23] (cf. [24, 65, 66, 93]). The
main results obtained are presented in Fig. 13 (see [28, 29]) for
the transmission of charged particles in themodel of spherical
nanoclusters.

The calculation was carried out in the standard quantum
approach [23, 24], so we omit the corresponding equations
and only present the values of the key parameters of the
problem.

The transmission of the electron flux T in a quasi-1D
structure consisting of nanoclusters as a function of the
electron energy E (based on the normalized ratio E=EF,
where EF is the Fermi energy) for a regular (Fig. 13a) and
disordered (Fig. 13b) structure is determined by numerical
values of the following control parameters of the problem:
Wigner±Seitz parameter rs � 2:1 (rs � 1=N

1=3
e , where Ne is

the density of valence-electron states (Ne � 40)), meff � 1:4,
me � 0:708 MeV, EF � 6 eV, �h=t � 10ÿ3EF, and distance
between two clusters ` � 20 nm.

As can be seen, the electronic transmission spectrum of
such a superlattice consists of a number of spectral bands (for
example, Fano resonance/interference). For the calculation,
we used the transfer matrix approach with the Morse
potential V�r� � De�1ÿ exp �ÿa�rÿ r0���2, where De is the
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potential well depth, a � o0

����������������
me=2De

p
is the potential well

width,o0 is the frequency of the harmonic oscillator, and r0 is
the position of the local minimum (for the equilibrium state).

The results of calculating the current-voltage dependence
are presented in Fig. 14.

As soon as the voltage at themicrocontacts of the quantum-
well structure (see top diagram in Fig. 13) goes beyond the
boundaries of the corresponding energy of one of its resonant
states, the tunneling current increases (region 1 in Fig. 14).

With a positive displacement along the z-axis of the right
microcontact relative to the left microcontact, the electron
state energy passes through a resonant energy level in the
system. When the Fermi energy EF passes through this
resonant energy, large currents are generated due to the
enhanced transfer of energy from left to right between the
microcontacts. This leads to a significant increase in current
(region 2 in Fig. 14). If the displacement of the microcontact
increases even further, the current between the microcontacts
stops êowing when the EF level drops below the edge of the
conduction band. As a result, current noticeably decreases
with increasing voltage, which leads to the appearance of a
region of negative differential resistance or to signiécant
suppression of the current (region 3 in Fig. 14). With further
displacement of the microcontacts, the current increases
again, since the particles acquire kinetic energy sufécient to
overcome the potential barrier, and breakdown may occur
(region 4 in Fig. 14).

Electric current I between microcontacts is defined by the
formula

I � eS

� pF

0

�hkz
m �

T �kz� 2p�p
2
F ÿ �h 2k 2

z �
�2p�h�3 �h dkz ;

where S is the cross-sectional area of the structure, pF is the
Fermi momentum, and T�kz� is the transfer matrix for the
coefficient of electron flow transfer along the direction of the
wave vector kz.

Thus, in the 1D structure, the electrophysical dependences
can be controlled, which is of importance for various practical
applications in nanoelectronics.

A special case of the 1D structure for our problem is the
long linear carbon chains (LLCCs) already discussed above,
which represent a new allotropic phase of carbon, carbyne.
We discuss it with more detailed information about the
measured Raman spectra in subsequent Section 4.

We also note that the very shape of nanoparticles/
nanoclusters and its deformation determine the distribution

and relative arrangement of energy electronic states and their
density in thin-film 2D systems [23, 24, 29±31, 65, 66]. In the
core-shell structure model, in such cluster systems of various
elemental compositions, this leads to strong dimensional
effects and bound states for charge carriers near the Fermi
level (cf. [94]). Such bound states of electrons are of interest in
regard to the feasibility of achieving a superconducting state.
However, we skip this feature, given our emphasis on
considering processes in carbon 1D structures.

3.4 Experimental demonstration of current-voltage
dependences of 1D structures
The electrical properties of linear-chain carbon (carbyne)
were studied in Yu S Prazdnikov's PhD thesis (2005,
Moscow State University), see also [97±99], with a focus on
measurements along and across chains. Injection and field
characteristics with contact barriers located at the carbyne-
dielectric interface were explored and the production of a
crystal formed by charge-topological solitons, macroscopic-
size quasiparticles, in the absence of random interweaving of
carbon chains was discussed. In a flat contact of a carbyne
film with SiO2 with a thickness of 0.1 mm, a volumetric
current density of up to 0.4 A cmÿ2 was obtained at an
applied field strength of 105 V cmÿ1. The calculated work
function of electrons from carbyne in the thermionic emission
model was 0.4±1.6 eV. Interestingly, a stepwise dependence of
the resistance of a carbyne film on its thickness and an
anomalous injection/emission ability of such carbyne films
were detected. The results of the experiments allowed the
authors to assert that they had discovered a new universal
mechanism for reducing contact barriers at the border with
carbyne based on a field `built in' to the carbyne, independent
of the band parameters of the material. A band model of this
mechanism shown in Fig. 15 was proposed [98].

In [100], in films of linear-chain carbon 100 nm thick, the
structure and electrical conductivity of curved carbon chains
on various metal substrates were analyzed. These chains were
obtained by pulsed plasma deposition. For these structures,
the differential current-voltage characteristic dI=dU was
measured in the experiment and the effects of oscillations
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with approximately the same periods were observed, depend-
ing on the value of U in the range from ÿ900 to �900 mV at
room temperature. Figure 16 displays a typical differential
current-voltage characteristic of films obtained in [100]. The
experimental conditions corresponded to the case when the
applied voltage was comparable to the work function of
electrons from the substrate surface.

The experimental results were considered using a model
based on the formation of one-dimensional charge density
waves along the carbon chain. Electrophysical characteristics
were calculated for a number of configurations: a single
cumulene consisting of four carbon atoms, a double cumu-
lene of 10 carbon atoms, a single polyyne (four carbon
atoms), and a double polyyne (10 carbon atoms). A double
chain means in this case that a bend occurs between the linear
chains with corresponding bending angles, which affect the
electrical characteristics of such structures.

We also present here one of our demonstrations of
experimental results for current-voltage characteristics,
namely for the Au/Ag complex with carbon, which leads to
the synthesis of a long linear carbon chain, an LLCC (see [4, 5,
10, 28]), shown in the upper part of Fig. 17.

The increase in electrical conductivity seen in Fig. 17 at
U > 0:2 V compared to the recorded linear dependence in
accordance with Ohm's law at small U can be explained by
the high polarizability of the linear-dimensional 1D structure
(LLCC) in an increasing external field, which arises in this
case. We actually observed suchlike dependences for similar
1D structures formed from other materials, in particular, for
bimetallic nanostructures [4, 5, 10, 26, 101] with a change in
the mechanism of electrical conductivity (from tunnel to
thermally activated jumps), depending on the distances
between nanoobjects in their linear arrangement. However,
in our case, the 1D structure was stable, and phase
transitions in it at such voltages U were hardly possible due
to the structures discussed in Section 3.2 (cf. [23]). On the
contrary, it is the additional 1D structuring that could be
implemented with the application of an external field. Such

ensembles of 1D structures demonstrate a tendency towards
superconductivity; in particular, it was observed in cuprates
[102].

In our other experiments conducted with monoatomic
cluster structures of various compositions (see, for example,
[26]), the linear dependence I�U� persisted throughout the
entire range of measurements for various configurations of
nano-objects. However, in thin-film cluster systems with
metals and semiconductors, the electrical conductivity
increased greatly (up to a factor of 104), depending on the
surface topology of the nanostructures synthesized in a laser
experiment.

Of particular interest here are the measurements of
photoinduced electrical conductivity in LLCC structures
excited by additional irradiation of a carbon sample with
weak optical radiation (power not exceeding fractions of a
mW) in comparison with nanocluster structures of other
substances (for example, gold (Au)). The results are shown
in Fig. 18. A strong increase in the efficiency of the
current-voltage characteristics is seen for LLCC samples
compared to a nanocluster thin-film gold system. In the
case of an LLCC, the initial current-voltage characteristic
was virtually zero. The resistance of the LLCC samples
dropped from 700 to 6.5 MO, i.e., more than a factor of
100, while the resistance of gold structures decreased from
390 to only 80 MO. This data also confirm that the LLCCs
obtained in the laser experiment are quite real stable
objects with unique characteristics suitable for use in
applied problems.
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4. Changes in the spectral characteristics
of 1D carbon structures under the effect
of laser radiation

Wenow consider inmore detail the features of various realized
configurations of carbon 1D structuresmeasured using optical
spectra. It is these configurations that determine their
functional characteristics expressed in terms of optical and
electrical parameters.

We analyzed the structural features of the sample surface
in the laser irradiation region employing Raman scattering
spectra obtained using the Ntegra Spectra probe nanolabora-
tory (excitation wavelength of 473 nm, power of 50 mW,
measurement duration of 100 s).

For glassy carbon, the data depended on only the
specifically selected measurement area on the sample surface
which was exposed to laser radiation.

Spectral bands in the range of 1350±1580 cmÿ1 are typical
for shungite targets (Fig. 19). The change in the ratios of the
magnitudes of the peaks in the spectrum as the laser exposure
energy increases indicates a change in the structure of the
material, depending on the exposure conditions. The deviation
of the spectrum band center from 1600 cmÿ1 is apparently
associated with a decrease in the size of graphene layer stacks
(cf. [6, 16, 19±21, 103]).

The initial sample featured a low-intensity G-peak char-
acteristic of graphite, which is located in the region of
1582 cmÿ1 (see Fig. 19). The resulting nano- and microstruc-
tures are associated with carbon with sp2 hybridization: the
narrowing of the peaks and their shift to shorter wavelengths
indicate a restructuring of carbon-carbon bonds in the so-
called `breathing'modes [9, 11, 37, 61].As the energy density of
the laser radiation irradiating the sample increases, a decrease
in the intensity of the D-peak (1380-cmÿ1 region), character-
istic of the amorphous state of carbon, is observed, and peaks
also appear in the region of 600±1000 cmÿ1 due to the
modification of the structure of the material and the appear-
ance of mechanical stresses in it (cf. [9, 39, 104]).

Changing the speed of laser beam scanning over the
sample surface led to varying the ratio of peak intensities
without a significant rearrangement of the Raman spectra
themselves. This is apparently due to structural phase
transitions in the system at various energy parameters of
laser exposure.

In the experimental setup with laser ablation in a liquid
that we use, replacing the liquid phase of the colloid can
significantly alter the process of particle fragmentation and
the conditions for carbyne formation.

However, the use of distilled water for these purposes has
a number of significant advantages, since it makes it possible
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to avoid the formation of new carbon phases due to the
reaction of carbon atoms andmolecules with molecules of the
environment. Even if compounds with oxygen or hydrogen
are formed during laser exposure, they are volatile com-
pounds that escape from the laser exposure area and, in
general, the volume of liquid, without affecting the 1D
configuration.

In the original colloidal system that we studied (Fig. 20),
two peaks are clearly visible: D (1380 cmÿ1) and G
(1580 cmÿ1), corresponding to the original shungite sample.
The LLCC structure corresponds to a spectral region in the
range of approximately 1900±2300 cmÿ1, depending on
irradiation conditions and LLCC composition.

As the laser exposure time increases (Fig. 20a), the
intensity of the D peak begins to decrease significantly; with
an exposure time of 15 min, the shape of the spectrum in this
region completely transforms into the modified (D�G) band
typical of carbyne [9, 11, 44]. Concurrently with the
transformation of the peak, a shift of the G peak to
1610 cmÿ1 is observed; the D peak is shifted to the region of
1360 cmÿ1, which may be indicative of the breaking of bonds
between the emerging graphene layers [38, 39]. The appear-
ance of an intense band in the range of 600±900 cmÿ1 is
apparently associated with the deformation of carbyne
chains, the structure of which is most clearly visible in the
spectral range of 1900±2300 cmÿ1 [4, 5, 9, 11, 44].

On the other hand, the efficiency of LLCC formation
significantly depends on the interactions of atoms with Au
and Ag atoms fixing the LLCC in various proportions
(Fig. 20b).

The polyyne structure of atomic carbon chains is reflected
by bands of stretching vibrations of triple bonds (ÿC � Cÿ)
in the range of 2100±2300 cmÿ1 and bending vibrations at
800 cmÿ1 [6, 9, 16, 104]. Thus, the shift of this peak (2100±
2300 cmÿ1) to the short-wavelength region during laser
irradiation of the colloidal system is explained by a change
in the length of the carbon chain.

The cumulene structure (� C � C �) is manifested in
absorption peaks at 1950 cmÿ1. The absorption band in the
region of 1600 cmÿ1 can be associated with the fundamental
absorption band for the cumulene form of carbyne (regular
zigzags consisting of linear parts of four carbon atoms). These
structures can also be rearranged under laser irradiation.

It is necessary to take into account that (in accordance
with [9, 19, 37, 59±61, 104]) the formation of linear carbon
chains can lead to the formation of structures with sp3

hybridization. In our case, when a colloidal system is
exposed to laser radiation, agglomerates can appear that
consist of carbyne chains linking carbon nanoparticles into
clusters and complexes, which is reflected in the spectra in the
region of 600±900 cmÿ1 and 1900±2200 cmÿ1. It is of
importance to note that, when laser radiation with a
nanosecond pulse duration directly affected the surface of a
shungite target, no traces of carbyne formation were detected.

After deposition from a colloidal system onto the surface
of a solid substrate, the spectrum shape changes significantly.
Although central peaks of the initial colloid are not shifted
after its irradiation, a fairly intense G-peak located in the
region of 1580±1610 cmÿ1 is observed in theRaman spectra of
the colloidal system before and after laser irradiation. The
D peak (1380 cmÿ1) is observed for all samples, although its
intensity varies, depending on the laser exposure conditions.
The peaks corresponding to carbyne with a polyyne bond
narrow into the range of 2100±2200 cmÿ1 (see [4, 5, 11, 44]).

This behavior of the spectrum suggests a conclusion that,
in the process of evaporation of the colloid on the substrate,
the carbyne chains transform into carbon structures with sp2

hybridization (cf. [59±61]).
With increasing exposure time, bands in the range of 800±

900 cmÿ1 corresponding to bending vibrations appear in the
spectra [4, 5, 9].

Consequently, it can be argued that, in the process of
drying a colloid drop on a solid surface, linear carbon chains
can be transformed into complex molecules: `coils' and
`globules' (cf. [38, 45±48, 59±61]).

Thus, the characteristic peaks of these spectra for LLCCs
are clearly visible, not only in the colloidal system itself but
also when deposited on a solid surface. On the other hand, the
very conditions of laser irradiation of LLCCs of various
compositions modify the observed spectra which determine
the specific state of the LLCC.

5. Conclusion

One-dimensional carbon structures, being low-dimensional/
linear dipole systems with high polarizability, are candidates
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for achieving high electrical conductivity in thin films on a
solid surface, including trends toward the transition to high-
temperature superconductivity in various hybrid systems
with various/corresponding chemical/elemental composit-
ions (see, for example, [23, 24, 105]). However, the problem
is that the instability of a one-dimensional system due to steric
factors, helicity, and folding into globuleswith the correspond-
ing density distribution of objects, etc. leads to polydispersity
of a macromolecular system with a spherical and/or branched
structure, which eliminates these advantages.

Although it can be assumed that the allotropic phase of
carbon, carbyne, may appear simply as weakly controlled
pieces of various lengths with polyyne or cumulene carbon
bonds combined with other types of hybridization, in our case,
this is apparently not the case. First, we directly observed the
dynamics of graphite melting in a laser experiment at
temperatures < 4000 �C (see Section 2.3 and Fig. 1). Second,
the entire set of the obtained Raman spectra and their
interpretation (Sections 2.3, 3.1, and 4) suggest that, indeed,
1D-carbon structures were actually synthesized in our experi-
ments and were stable with the realized bonding of carbon
atoms with noble metal atoms located at the chain structure
ends in various controlled ratios according to the percentage of
these elements (see, for example, Figs 6±9, 11, and 18±20).

We analyzed above the possible role of some adverse
processes associated with diffusion phenomena and showed,
on the basis of simulation, that the dominance of the 1D
structure in carbon systems can generally be maintained
under certain conditions even with the development of
diffusion processes and the appearance of fractal structures
(models presented in Section 3.2). Taking into account that
phase transitions cannot occur in strictly one-dimensional
systems [23, 78], the presence of diffusion, leading to the
emergence of differently located fractal pieces (nanothreads)
of an overall 1D-oriented filamentary carbon structure,
allows the appearance of new phase states characteristic of
2D and 3D structures (cf. [23, 24, 48±51, 106, 107]).

Indeed, the manifestation, for example, of nonergodicity
in electrical conductivity even in a granular nanostructure
significantly enhances the role of certain quantum states (cf.
[79, 94, 107, 108]). In particular, new phase states were
obtained in forming a long linear carbon chain, notably,
cyclocarbon with 18 polyamide atoms (alternating triple and
single bonds: ÿC � Cÿ) [39].

Furthermore, new superconductors of various types
based on carbon compounds are currently the subject of
intense discussion. An example is twisted bilayer graphene
when nematicity is violated in a system [19, 37], which is
relatively easily achievable in a system containing initially
synthesized carbon 1D structures. In a doubly connected
body, a ring, the total electric current flowing through it
determines the distribution of surface currents in the body.
This is also true of systems of any connectivity [94, 108±110].

Depending on the topology, in particular, the boundary
shape of nanoclusters, the structure of their electronic bands
changes dramatically. This leads to various modes of electrical
conductivity, including the tendency towards superconductiv-
ity based on new physical principles (cf. metallized carbyne
with alternating carbon dimers with copper atoms [47]).

In addition, the Josephson quantum junction [111], which
features unique characteristics for superconducting circuits,
appears to be very promising specifically with one-dimen-
sional carbon structures in complex compounds (cf. also
[112±114]).

In this case, the quantum mobility of electrons along
trajectories in spatially inhomogeneous structures/nanoclus-
ter systems is represented as the movement of electrons in
accordance with the path integral [115].

In classical theory, this is the standard Brownian motion
of particles along x � x�t� trajectories in accordance with the
Einstein±Smoluchowski equation [23, 94].

In quantum theory, the transition amplitude and prob-
ability are determined by the path integral with the corre-
sponding kernel [24, 115]; however, it is necessary to calculate
the integral over all trajectories/spatial variables, in contrast
to considering each fixed trajectory in classical theory.

However, interference quantum effects with corrective
additives, which lead to electrical conductivity for 1D
structures, are also of importance [24, 106].

Indeed, on the one hand, in the model of noninteracting
electrons with momentum p0, which, however, are scattered
on impurities, for the electron trajectory along a de Broglie
tube thickness ldB � h=p0, diffusion with coefficientD occurs
under conditions of inelastic electron±phonon (e±ph) scatter-
ing. At high temperature T, electron±electron interactions
(e±e) occur due to their repulsion during the time
tj � �hm=k 2

BT
2, which alters the energy spectrum. On the

other hand, at a low energy level T < ��hoD�2=m, where m is
the chemical potential (Fermi energy), kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and oD is the Debye frequency, an additional
interference term arises, and the electrical resistance
decreases with increasing temperature T. This effect is
dominant for a one-dimensional 1D system (similar to the
Kondo effect) [94±96].

Phenomena of photoinduced electrical conductivity may
occur (cf. [65, 66, 116]) when, under irradiation of such a thin
film containing an LLCC and metal nanoparticles with
continuous low-power laser radiation (power not exceeding
1 mW), a sharp jump appears in the current-voltage depend-
ence [117]Ðby a factor of hundreds (currents of tens of
nanoamperes at a voltage of a fraction of a volt)Ð
accompanied by a decrease in electrical resistance by
hundreds of times due to photoactivation of electronic states
in such hybrid clusters, taking into account plasma resonance
in metal nanoparticles.

Thus, various modes of electrical conductivity are
possible in such 1D systems with linear trajectories of
electron motion. These modes were experimentally demon-
strated in the references cited above for various thin-film
structures deposited on a solid surface.

These observations lend hope that, in external electric
and magnetic fields, 1D carbon filament-like systems and
their modifications, which we considered (cf. [114]), contain-
ing pieces in the form of fractal nanowires that sponta-
neously break symmetry due to the influence of diffusion,
can be of significant importance for various topologically
modified structures with superconducting characteristics in
carbon-containing compositions. This should determine the
corresponding trends in the increase in electrical conductiv-
ity in such structures and enable predicting the manifesta-
tion of fundamental features in electrophysical properties
based on new physical principles for the development of
now widely discussed real prototypes of hybrid topological
objects with possible superconducting states. Publications
reporting research in these areas copiously appear with
proposals for various structures and trigger active discus-
sions, including the withdrawal of articles already published
in a number of reputable journals (see, for example,
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comments in [118]). Arguably, it is carbon-containing 1D
complexes in combination with various metals such as high-
entropy materials [119] that can be very promising candi-
dates in this area, where fundamental achievements can be
expected.

Technologies using laser ablation discussed above are
universal, do not require employing expensive vacuum
technology, for example, in epitaxial electronics, and are
promising candidates for printed-circuit electronics with
controllable functional characteristics of synthesized
objects, including electrophysical properties. It is the config-
uration of samples of various dimensionality with a similar
surface topology and controllable elemental composition
controlled in a laser experiment that makes it possible to set
trends towards achieving superconducting states in micro-
and nanosized systems; the latter can possibly be used in
various next-generation devices and systems, including
micro±nanoelectronics and nanofemtophotonics (cf. [14, 25,
55, 114, 116, 120, 121]), notably for the purposes of printed-
circuit electronics in general.

The physical principles underlying the development of
such systems with fractal electrical conductivity in thin films
deposited on a solid surface are discussed in our recent
publication [101] (see also [4, 25, 123]). The physical features
of inhomogeneous structures with fractal objects have been
repeatedly presented in Physics Uspekhi (see, for example,
[124, 125]). The results of these studies can be of use for
various complex carbon structures, especially those contain-
ing 1D configurations with various topologies. This offers
practical prospects in the development of various solid-state
elements for micro- and nanoelectronics and photonics with
controlled functional characteristics.

In this regard, processes with superconducting nonlinear
charge transport in carbon-containing complexes are very
promising. In a recent study [126], for example, photo-
excitation was investigated in a thin film of high-tempera-
ture K3C60 with ultrafast switching on of the current-
voltage response. Such a granular system with nonequili-
brium superconductivity between superconducting clusters
operates on the basis of a laser±induced superconducting
state, which offers new approaches to the development of
an optoelectronic platform for ultrafast light-controlled
devices. Such control of electron transport in optical
circuits is currently of great interest (cf. [127]), and
fundamental advances should be expected in this area in
the very near future.

It is likely that, based on these science-intensive principles,
Russia can gain technological sovereignty in terms of the
development of elements and systems of micro- and nanoe-
lectronics and femtophotonics.
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